


Little girl’s A-line, knee-length duster
cardigan; long, set-in sleeve; high,
vee neckline all trimmed with an
extra-easy picot edge and the easiest
buttonholes! Lace carriage for heart
fabric, Silver and Brother stitch
pattern given.

I Heart U!

Argyle motif across chest, knit in
fairisle with ‘X’ s duplicate
stitched. 1X1 rib at bottom,
armhole and vee neck for the

classic boy’s vest.

Ar-guy-le

The sleeves and yoke are one
stockinette piece and the body is

a simple ribbed rectangle.  It’s
fitted throughout the shoulder

and underarms with
shortrowing. The unique
and creative construction
forms a shawl-type collar
or an asymmetrical
closing.

Rib’n Shrug 

This cute summer top is very versatile.
Knit it in cotton for a basic top that you
can wear almost anywhere. Make it in
a dressy yarn and it becomes suitable
for evening wear. Square neck, slight
A-line shape with a poufy, cap
sleeve.

Send in
the Clouds



Slightly loose, A-line, casual pullover
- shirred side seams allow you to

adjust the look and length, and
shirred lines on bottom
sleeves allow length
alteration and add detail.
Long, set-in sleeves.
Optional hood, knit in one
piece and shaped at top
with shortrowing, stitched
inside wide neckline.

A-shirred

An all-season shell with ribbed
bands on the cutaway armholes

and deep, rounded neck. The
allover lace pattern causes the

‘e’ wrapped hem to
scallop automatically.

Midnight Sun

A little cardigan to add a touch of
style. Plain lace with stockinette faced
edges. Short, set-in sleeve; open

front, with slight vee shaping
to neckline, held closed or
not with the tie.

It’s a Tie!

This cropped, over-sized
pullover features a
modified drop

shoulder, set-in
pockets and
irregular ribs.
Bridging is used
to scrap off the
pocket
openings and
to manage the
unusual ribbed
bands on front

and back.

Bridging
the Gaps



What’s black and white and red
allover? Two colour full needle rib

for stripes, knit sideways,
makes two-sided centre panels
that drape softly down or
cross for a double-breasted
look without the need of
facings. The front side
panels and long, set-in
sleeves are knit in a
chevron of stripes in
fairisle while the back of
this hip length cardigan
is knit in stockinette
stripes. Accents of red in

the hems, piping and 
fairisle bands make

headlines!

Fingertip length A-line duster
in plain lace using lace

carriage. Long, set-in
sleeves, with high,
buttoned opening at
cuff. Single bed
crochet-look trim for
hem and cuff edges.
Full needle rib gives
the look of
stockinette bands
for neckline and
buttoned front

without
worrying
about

facings.

Tumbleweed

Get a head start preparing for
gift giving. Here are several

unique neck adornments
that can be knit with any
gauge machine and any
yarn. Caution: you
might not be able to

give them away!

Neck Tech

Hip length, A-line raglan
cardigan, 3/4 length sleeve,
this is the adult version of
‘Princess Rag’ from No 51.
Shortrowing at hemline
adds length to centre to
balance side seam
decreases. The wide,
round neck is banded
with a vertical strip of
full needle rib,
shortrowed to follow the

curve of the neckline.
Longstitch is used for self-
facing technique for
fronts.

Tobacco
Road 

The Chronicle



Girl’s smock-style
cardigan. Transfer lace
made with lace carriage

for elbow length, raglan
sleeves and hip length
gathered skirt made in
2 pieces without side
seams, buttoned on
centre front and back.
The bodice of
stockinette has a  vee
neck. The bands and
trims are borrowed
from MAO’s
Knitting On The

Edge.

Leafy Lace 


